
SIDELYING RELEASE 

The Side-Lying Release is particularly helpful to restore pelvic balance or to help resolve 

pelvic pain, sacro-iliac joint pain, piriformis pain, sciatica, back or butt pain, pelvic floor 

balance, babies currently in breech/transverse or posterior presentations, and to improve 

general wellbeing. 

 

CONTRAINDICATIONS (when to NOT do this technique):  

If you suffer from hypermobility, symphysiolysis, if you have a history of lower back surgery 

with a current disc problem, or if it does not feel right to you. 

 

IMPORTANT: If you have any questions about this technique, please contact your 

healthcare provider before you perform it. (For example, if you were prescribed bed rest due 

to preterm contractions, please ask your midwife or physician before performing balance 

techniques.) 

 

Here is a link to the Spinning Babies page for detailed directions: 

https://www.spinningbabies.com/pregnancy-birth/techniques/side-lying-release/  

 
 

How to do the Side-lying Release (from SpinningBabies.com) 

This is a technique that benefits from a helper. A person can do this alone with 
less precision, but an assistant can help make sure the pregnant person’s hips 
and shoulders are stacked. 

The pregnant person chooses which side she feels more comfortable with 
first, but be sure to do this on BOTH sides so the pelvic floor is more 
even. This is very important! 

Use a firm surface that’s as long as the pregnant person. The edge of a 
couch, bed, heavy table, or counter will do. A hospital bed works wonderfully 
too when raised a bit, during labor in the hospital. 



Please read the instructions below carefully. Doing it incorrectly won’t 
help you. 

 

1. Begin on your side of choice. Make sure your head is level on a pillow, 
not tilted. Your neck should be straight as well. 

2. The helper should stand in front of them, between the breasts and belly 
(not by the legs), with their leg or hip firmly against the edge to keep the 
pregnant person from tipping off. 

3. Holding a chair or table near the edge of the couch or bed, the pregnant 
person scoots their hip right up to the edge, measuring one thumb from 
the edge. A 3rd-trimester pregnant belly will extend beyond the edge. 

4. The helper curves both palms around the edge of the pregnant person’s 
hip (front and top). The helper must prevent the pregnant person’s hip 
from leaning forward after their leg hangs. 



 

 
5. The pregnant person then straightens their lower leg, but the helper 

must not pull the leg straight. Toes should be flexed (up toward the 
knee). 

6. When the helper is steady and in place (but not before), the pregnant 
person slightly lifts their leg up and brings it forward as far as they can.

 
7. The receiver of the SLR lets their leg hang slowly down in front of them. 

Wait 3-5 minutes or until the leg hangs slightly lower. Do both sides so 
you don’t make the pelvis unstable.

 
8. The pregnant person should then get up and walk around the room in 

each direction, or down and back in a straight line, depending on the 
space available. 



Situations to note 

Check: Is their back straight? Use a box or another flat object along their 
lower back to line up the hips (see below). Only use the box for a second to 
check your alignment – but don’t let go of the hip! 

 

Is the top shoulder directly over the lower shoulder? She can hold a chair, a 
table, or a helper, but the top hip must stay over the lower hip! 

Helper: Don’t let their hip lean forward! Let the full weight of the top leg hang 
free. Avoid the pregnant person’s thigh so it can hang freely. The pregnant 
person breathes deeply and slowly, and as their belly relaxes, their leg relaxes 
more too. 

In pregnancy: Their leg should hang for about 2.5 minutes. It’s okay to try it 
longer, but it’s vital that it’s done on both sides. A few people have reported 
holding each side for up to 20 minutes to flip a breech, but this length of time 
is not required for head-down babies. Explore for yourself and see what feels 
best for each situation. 

In labor: Let the leg hang through 3 contractions, then switch sides for 
another 3 contractions. Sometimes a rest comes after 2 contractions and the 
uterus stops contracting for a few minutes to an hour. You will see regular 



contractions that are more effective either immediately or after the rest period. 
If contractions strengthen but then slow again, assess and address 
engagement or a locked sacrum, then repeat SLR and see the labor progress. 

  

This technique is awesome. It has helped many women avoid a cesarean (but 
not all). I would say it works wonders! After it’s done, the reduction in the pain 
women feel in labor is significant! There has been many testimonies of births 
that were able to avoid a cesarean with one Side-lying Release or a SLR 
along with other techniques and birth positions. There are unusual situations 
of water breaking, usually in long labors where the SLR is done and the baby 
is born within two hours or less. The theory is baby’s head turns and comes 
quickly onto the cervix and breaks the water in the fast descent. It’s not the 
usual story but it happens. 

How often should you do this? 

● Twice a week (or more) in pregnancy for a better fetal position.  5 
minutes each side. 

● Once in early labor to reduce future labor pain and the time the labor 
takes 

● Again in labor if there are strong contractions but no progress 
● If baby is breech (head up) after 30-32 weeks, a SLR daily is 

reasonable and after 34 weeks recommended - see Rachel or an 
Equilibrio certified bodyworker for additional balance.  

How long? 3-20 minutes each side and do both sides so that you don’t create imbalance.  
When done correctly the result is renewed pregnancy glow, comfort and calm. Walking is 
easier and more comfortable because hips move more freely. So these results will inform 
you in pregnancy. 

 


